
Saturday 13th July - We left Prague on Thursday morning 
and headed in a westerly direction toward Germany.  Once 
free of  the city's suburbs we initially covered some good 
distance on the motorway before branching off  to pick up a 
route through a National Park & Forest.  The scenery was 
gorgeous and roads testing but boy talk about bumps and 
potholes - if  you're ever short of  a few I can tell you where to 
go for a fresh supply.  The temperature had noticeably 
dropped as we left Prague but the sun was shinning and we 
all assumed that as the sun rose in the sky so would the 
temperatures - wrong!  As we hit the hills, it fell even further 
and before too long, I had every electrical appliance, which 
could supply heat turn full on - all to no avail within an hour 
there was no feeling left in my fingers and I had to swallow 
what macho pride remained and request a stop to basically 
redress myself  appropriately, mind you it was pleasing to see 
everyone else doing the self  same thing.  This forest area 
between Czech and Germany is beautiful and used 
extensively for holidays but in a most tasteful manner, as 
hidden away amongst the trees are the most delightful tiny 


Little Locks 

I forgot to mention this! 
As we were crossing Charles 

Bridge in Prague, we 
discovered this railing 

underneath the end of the 
bridge on the lesser Town side. 
  The whole railing was covered 

with these 'locks' all fastened 
with people's names on them, I 

never managed to find out 
why? 



chalets that look as if  they should be in Hansel & Gretel, I said, I wanted to buy one but 
received a sound 'poke in the ribs' by way of  a response - remember the rear Sat Nav has 
developed a technical fault, verbal communication can be received but not transmitted, hence 
the alternative method which basically consists of: 

-   Tap on right shoulder for Yes! 

-   Tap on left shoulder for No! 

-   Tap on both shoulders at same time for Don't Know! 

-   Gentle squeeze around the middle for a condescending Good Boy - Well Done! 

-   Poke in the ribs - speaks for it's self ! 

Arriving in Aachen at about 3.30, we were soon showered and ready to hit the town or local 
Beer Festival as it turned out.  It was all very pleasant, the 
whole town was very much in the spirit of  things with the 
ladies and girls all dressed in traditional costume and the 
men resplendent in the mandatory leather Lederhosen - I 
wanted to buy a set of  these too, yeah you've guessed it, a 
'poke in the ribs'.  Hey,  Jonny do you remember the pair 
that Grandma bought for you?  What a picture you were!! 

The Fair rides were something else and this carousel thing 
of  swings was so high it took your breath away - wild horses wouldn't 
get me up there - it must have been a couple of  hundred feet at least 
and very definitely not for the faint hearted.  Lots of  interesting 'street 
food' with German Frau's all with big jugs - beer of  course!  
Somewhere in this throng of  people we managed to get separated from 
each other and so Joe, Izzy, Alison and I, headed back into the Old 
Town for a little mooch (learnt all about mooching from Jean Coleman 
- she's an expert moocher) and dinner in the Ratskeller which was 
excellent. 

The hotel turned out to be a resounding disappointment - it was 
unbelievably hot, the beds were so uncomfortable and there wasn't room to swing a cat - still 
you can't have it all. 

That's all from me at the moment as I'm having to fit these in between some fairly long rides 
back towards Rotterdam. 

Best to all, will rise behind the church - this a theory which will be put to the test in the morning - weather and 
local constabulary 

 John, Dad & Grumpy G.......... 












   


